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BELGIUM

(R. Fonteyne)

During the past year major attention was paid to three topics:
- gear research,
- selectivity research and
- the environmental impacts of trawling.

Gear Research

Gear research aimed at the development of efficient fishing
gear from a technical, biological and economical point of
view. As a consequence this research is often carried out in
close cooperation with the fishing industry. The types of
gears involved in this research were beam trawls for flatfish
as weIl as for shrimps, semi-pelagic and high opening bottom
trawls and pair trawls. As in the past a reduction in towing
resistance was of a major concern in the development or
improvement of fishing gear.

The catching performance of different net designs for the
coastal sole beam trawl fishery were compared. A two panel
beam trawl with reduced tickler chain weight yielded the same
sole catches as the traditional beam trawl provided with side
panels, but only when used on soft grounds. On hard grounds
the gear was less efficient. Further comparative fishing
experiments were carried with a new type of ground rope for
shrimp beam trawls.

First trials were made with the newly acquired SCAN~ßR

equipment. The technical parameters of two one-boat semi-
pelagic trawls were measured. The system proved to be reliable
even under difficul t Horking conditions. The system is now
available for skippers who want to control or adjust their a
gears. ...

Selectivi~y studies

A study on codend selectivity for sole in the coastal beam
trawl fishery was completed. Of all codend parameters
investigated (mesh size, netting material, mesh shape (diamond
versus square) and codend length) only the mesh size had a
significant influence on the selection parameters for sole.
Contrary to the results obtained with roundfishes, no
influence of the mesh shape on the selectivity could be shown
for sole. It is therefore assumed that square meshes could be
used to improve species selectivity of beam trawls.

The first two phases of the EC "FAR" research
11 Improved selectivity in the North Sea Fishery
Trawling" were completed. This project is carried
collaboration with the Netherlands Institute for
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Investigations (Ymuiden) and Seafish Technology (Hull). The
aim of the project is the development of a species selective
beam trawl, with special emphasis on a substantial decrease of
young roundfish discards while maintaining the level of
flatfish" catches. Apart froI:'l a detailed literature search on
the sUbject, a comprehensive inquiry on the technical aspects
of beaI:'l trawling has been carried out. Alternative "round"
beam trawls (for use with chain mats) with a square mesh top
panel, a reduced top panel, shortened lastridge ropes, a
lowered headline or with a square mesh top panel codend were
designed. Models of these trawls were constructed and tested
in the Seafish flume tank. The designs considered by the other
partners in the project involve the use of separator panels, a
square mesh window in the bottom panel and large diamond and
hexagonal meshes in" the top panel. The next phases of the
project incluc1e the observation of the full sc;}le ge;}rs at sea
and catch cornparisons.

The study on the methodology of selectivity experiments was
finished. The experiments examined sole and dab caught by beam
trawls. Due to the absence of masking effects, as occurs with
the covered codend method, the results obtained with the twin
trawl method are more reliable. The application of a new
statistical model, developed by Canadian researchers, made it
possible to bypass the problems usually encountered when
analyzing data froI:'l twin trawl selectivity experiments.

Technical/ecological aspects of trawling.

The EC FAR project "Environmental impact of bottom gears on
benthic fauna in relation to natural resources management and
protection of the North Sea" was started. This proj ect is
carried out in collaboration with institutes from the
Netherlands, Germany and the UK. The Fisheries Research
station will concentrate on the technical aspects of the
environmental impact of beam trawling. Measurements will
include the pressure of the gearon the bottom, trawl marks on
different bottom types and survival of animals that escaped
through tha codend meshes and of"disc~rded animals.

other activities.

The study of the shrinking of netting materials was continued.
Test were conducted on the shrinkage due to sediment
absorption in "function of the tension on the netting material.

"The inventory of net plans and rigging of gears in use in
Belgium was continued. The data base of wrecks and obstacles
on fishing grounds visited by Belgian trawlers was cornpleted.
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CANADA

(P. Koeller)

N.\V. Atlantic Fisheries Centre, Sr. John 's. Newfoundland

Gear/fish behaviour, selectivity:

Engineering sea trials ofthe standard groundfish survey trawl (Engel 145 High Lift) were carried
out using SCANMAR acoustic sensors to measure trawl geometIy and net speed at predetermined
depths using va.rying scope ratios and towing speeds. Considerable variation in net parameters,
bottom contact, and door stability was directly related to tow direction in the reciprocal tow method
(paired tows with and against currents). Six groundfish survey cruises were conducted using
SCANMAR, with data logged on a PC. These data will be analyzed and compared to the
experimental data from the sea-trials.

Two exploratory deep-water surveys were conducted (in cooperation with the Marine Institute) for
Greenland halibut, in depths from 1000 to 1700 meters off the continental shelf from the Grand
Bank to Davis Strait, using a FURUNO CNlOA net sounder to measure trawl performance. Trawl
sink rate and the degree of bottom contact varied with depth, warp length, and overall trawl weight;
this necessitated many changes in the standardized methods developed for shallower water
surveys.

Experimental fishing trials were conducted to study the effect of tow duration on the selectivity of
the standard groundfish survey trawl. Tow durations of 5, 15, and 30 minute \vere made at eight
stations for cod and American plaice. At one station, a 24-hour experiment was conducted with six
replicate sets at 5, 15, and 30 minutes duration to estimate the combined effect of diel variation and
tow duration on size and species selectivity. Prelirninary analysis indicated that shoner tows have
higher CPUE (catch-per-minute) than longer tows regardless of time of day. A Survey Trawl
Reference Manual was also completed which includes specifications for the four survey trawls and
a comprehensive set of ACAD drawings to internationally recognized standards.

Acoustics:

The group conducted six offshore acoustic surveys in 1991 comprised of three cupelin biomass
surveys, one redfish biomass survey, and two cod surveys, one a winter biomass survey of
NAFO Division 2J3KL cod, the ether a research oriented survey to assess the distribution und
abundance of 2J3KL cod during the spring onshore migration. No inshore acoustic surveys \vere
conducted in 1991.

Studies were conducted on herring and cod to assess target strength variability and the relationship
between target strength and condition factar. Studies on fish counting techniques for cod \vere
also undertaken in 1991.

A workshop under the Northem Cod Science Program was held in August, 1991 to examine the
feasibility of acoustic surveys in NAFO Division 2J3KL cod. The workshop recomrnended a
move from 49kHz to 38 kHz to standardize with researchers in other countries carrying out gadoid
acoustic surveys. Areport was prepared to delineate procurement options for the 38kHz
technology for offshore acoustic research und surveys.
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Acoustic system development included the design of a gimbaled frame to accommodate a variety of
towed body/transducer combinations for standard target calibrations.

Marine Institute, Sr. Johri's, Newfoundland

Gear/fish behaviour, selectivity:

In addition to offshore haJibut surveys completed cooperatively with DFO and reponed above, t\vo
65' Inshore trawlers were equipped to fish for halibut in water depths between 700 and 1200
meters. Although some problems were experienced with the fishing gear both vessels managed to
find fish and achieve commercial catch rates (1500 - 4000 kg per 5 hour tow),

A 3-year project to improve hook and line technologies in SW Newfoundland was initiated. The
project includes the evaluation of high speed fishing vessels to increase the operational range of the
fleet, fishing trials on jigging reels, low cost automated longline systems, rigging of lines, fish
behaviour experiments and workshops for fishermen.

Observation on cod behaviour around a Japanese Style cod trap \vere made using underwater video
and scanning sonar, to compare fishing perforn1ance and selectivity of this style and the modified
Newfoundland trap observed in 1990. mvv was also used to observe cod behaviour around
baited hooks with different types of bait and in relation to environmental factors such as
temperature and current. A bibliography of fish behaviour in relation to fishing gears is being
compiled and will be updated.

Other projects undenaken included: evaluation of a shrimp separator; trawl gear video; DFO
groundfish survey technicians course; cod trap workshops; sea trials to evaluate performance of
various fishing gear, and numerous consultation with fisherman.

DFO Fisheries and Habitat }"1anagemenr. Sr. John's. Newfoundland

A number of studies were carried out under the Atlantic Fisheries Adjustment Program,
A cod trap (Newfoundland and Japanese type) mesh selectivity study was completed to determine a
mesh size that \vould decrease the carch of immature fish, Additional work is required to
explained variations in the results. A feather hook selectivity study was carried out to determine
the relationship between the size of hook and the size of cod caught. Poor catches resulted in
inconclusive results, Two commercial gillnet fishing vessels were contracted to compare catches
of 5 and 5.5 inch mesh gillnets. Very little difference between the two mesh sizes were observed,
Three 10 day-selectivity trips were canied out on an offshore (51m) stern trawler to determine the
selectivity characteristics of an otter trawl with lacestage ropes decreased by 15 and 20%, 130mm
square vs 145 mm diamond mesh codends, and an otter trawl with a Son-X system installed in the
extension, Results are available on request. A traditional shrimp trawl was equipped with a
Nordmore Grate and a retainer bag over the grate to capture escaping fish and shrimp. Initial
results suggest that jellyfish blocking the grate can occasionally cause selectivity problems, and that
approximately 5% of the shrimp (the largest in the catch) are lost to the retainer.

Maurice Lamontul!ne Institute, Mt. JoH, Ouebec

Gear/Fish Behaviour, Selectivity:

A selectivity study of Danish seines and boHom trawls used by the cod fleet in the Gulf of S t.
Lawrence was undertaken, results to be reported in 1992. The performance of the Nordmore grid
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for separating fish from northern shrimp in shrimp trawls was estimated and found excellent. A
semi-pelagic shrimp trawl was also tested for ability to reduce finfish by-catch. The results
showed a strong reduction of flatfish and juvenile fish in the catch. A sorting trawl for cod and
plaice was also tried. A mechanism for timed release of snow crabs caught in lost traps was
investigated.

Acoustics:

An acoustic cruise was conducted during May-June in Cabot Strait to study the summer migration
ofmackerel in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. A second eruise was completed in August in the northern
Gulf of Sr. Lawrenee on the aggregation dynamies of zooplankton, pelagic fish and whales in the
region. A third eruise during November was directed towards estimation of herring on the west
eoast of Newfoundland. Systems used included a dual-beam Biosonies 103 (38 & 120 kHz), a
single-beam Datasonies (120 kHz) eoupled with the HDPS-9001 ofFemto Eleetronics and,
reeently, a split-beam Simrad EK-SOO (38 & 120 kHz).

Sr. Andrews Biologieal Station, Sr. Andrews, New Bnmswiek

Gear/fish behaviour, seleetivity:

SCANMAR gear eontinues to be deployed routinelyon standard groundfish surveys, with sensors
deployed on almost all sets. Gear spread, height and speed are being measured and logged on a
pe. The infonnation is plaeed on an ORACLE database and made available to gear researehers
and assessment scientists for examination of extraordinary sets, swept area calculations, ete.

Acousties:

Acoustic surveys of NAFO Div. 4WX herring in January 1991, December, 1991 and January,
1992 found only about one tenth the quantity from previous )'ears. A drastic decline in stock size
is only one possible explanation, others being ehanges in behaviour or in winter distribution. New
survey methods are needed to elueidate this problem. The potential usefulness of,a dual beam
acoustic system is being tested during the regular groundfish bottom trawl surveys on the Seotian
Shelf. Exploratory work on eod off Sydney Bight in January, 1991 showed good eorrelation
between trawl catches and acoustic integrations during the tows.

Bedford Institute of Oceanographv. Dartmomh, Nova Scotia

Gear/fish behaviour, selectivity:

SCANMAR measurements and duta availability as per report for Sr. Andrews.

Acousties:

A 4-frequency acoustic backscattering system was deployed in September 1991 on a 12 day multi
disciplinary zooplankton survcy in the Gulf of Maine and the adjacent Scotian Shelf. Acoustics
delineated centimetre-sized crustaceans and assisted direct BIONESS (multi-net) sampling. Intense
siphonophore scattering hampered acoustics in some regions. Laboratory development of an 8
frequency deep towed sonar (1-50 MHz) has progrcssed with initial sea trials scheduled for August
1992.

DFO Fisheries and Habitat Management, Halifax, Nova Scotia
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Gear/fish behaviour, selectivity:

Experiments with rigid grates in a shrimp trawl were concluded and the concept was adopted by
the fishing industry. Work with cod/haddock separator panels continued. Although as much as 90
percent of the haddock and 60 of the cod were separated into the top and bouom sections,
respectively, results to date are inconclusive and further trials are planned during 1992. Hook size
studies in the s\vordfish and groundfish (cod & haddock) fisheries were completed, the latter in
conjunction with a trawler to compare selectivities of the two fishing methods. \Vork was initiated
on "ghost" gillnets, to quantify the problem in tern1S of amounts of fish lost and number of ghost
nets, using UWV and sidescan sonar.

Gulffisheries Centre. Moncton. New Bnmswick

Acoustics:

A herring acoustic survey was conducted in Chaleur Bay and Sydney Bight using a SIMRAD
EY200 transceiver and 120-25 transducer. Herring observed in Chaleur Bay were generally in
narrow bands parallel to shore while loosely aggregated schools were found at Sydney Bight.

Gear/fish behuviour, selectivity:

Measurement of gear gcometry und speed with SCANMAR sensors continued on standard
groundfish trawl surveys. Size selectivity of cod and plaice in trawls were conducted to determine
the best mesh size for optimize yields und reduced capture of undersized fish.

Freshwater Institute. Winnipeg

Acoustics:

A hydroacoustic study of northern shrimp (palldalus borealis) diel vertical migration was executed
off Labrador. The ncoustic data were groundtruthed with a remote controlled opening/closing
Tucker-type plankton trawl and a commercial shrimp trawl. Shrimp \vere observed to migrate
upward after sunset to the lower limit of the thermocline. They descended rather quickly to the
bottom at dawn. Nocturnal migration decreased the vulnerability of the shrimp resource to bottom
trawls. Acoustic studies of Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida) schooling behaviour and predation by
marine mammals and sea birds in Lancaster Sound (Canadian Arctic archipelago) were completed.
Arctic cod distribution was highly contagious and fish densities in the schools occasionally
exceeded 100 m-3.

Sault Ste. }"larie Laboratory. Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario

Acoustics:

Fisheries acoustics surveys were conducted in the spring to quantify the biomass of fish migrating
from tributaries into Thunder Bay and Thunder Bay Harbour, Lake Superior. Results are under
analysis.

Pacific Biological Station. Nanaimo, British Columhia

gear/fish behaviour, selectivity:
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A trawl system eapable of opening and closing at depth was developed for sampling sockeye in
lakes. Estimates using the eIosing system more than doubled sockeye abundance estimates made
with a continuously open trawl.

The first major survey using the new Bernard-Sigmund beam trawls was suceessfully eornpleted in
July. The gear was developed for sampling juvenile salmon, herring and other pelagic species in
surface \Vaters of the continental shelf and open \Vaters in the North Paeific. The trawl design
incorporates a paired surface configuration whieh ean be fished simulmneously and eontinuously
for 24 hours a day at speeds of up to four knots, in sustained winds up to 30 knots and sea heights
up to six metres.

As part of a prograrn to test the feasibility of reducing incidental eateh and total mortality of
chinook salmon in seine fisheries, three seine mesh sizes used in the eommercial fishery \vere
tested to define the relationship bet\veen salmon body size and retention in the seine.

Aeousties:

A new technique was developed to determine zooplankton abundanee in large oligotrophie lakes.
The system is capable of rapid aequisition and processing of large quantities of data for detailed
determination of zooplankton produetion. When coupled with direct biologieal sampling, the
teehnique provides improved information on zooplankton distribution in soekeye nursery lakes. It
was used to expand eoverage and enhanee stock assessment information.

Hydroaeoustic and trawl sonar equipment was used to examine the diel behaviour of rockfish
(Sebastes) coneentrations and their behaviour around the mouths of midwater and bottom trawls.
It appears that the fishing vessel rather than the trawl may be the major faetor influencing fish
movements in response to fishing.

A Graphie Information System (GIS) was lIsed to analyze digital echograms for fish sehools and
develop a school species index.

The fifth in aseries of hydroacoustic eruises to estimate total herring biomass in two areas of major
winter eoneentration was eondueted. Night-time experimental hydroacoustic surveys to determine
distribution and relative abundance of juvenile herring in the Strait of Georgia were conducted in
Getober, 1990. A hydroacoustic survey of offshore Paeific hake distribution and abundance from
the Canada/Washington border to Queen Charlotte Sound was eompleted. Hydroaeoustic surveys
were eompleted at three lakes in the Stikineffaku watershed to determine survival of sockeye
salmon fry outplanted from an Alaskan hatchery.
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DENMARK

The Danish hydroacoustic work has two main lines: monitoring

surveys for fish stock assessment and research ~,ork for im

proving the use of the acoustical survey data.

Monitorinq survevs.

In 1991 Denmark participated in two ICES-coordinated surveys.

In July - August R/V DANA surveyed the eastern North Sea,

Skagerrak and Kattegat in the joint survey for the pelagic

fish species of the region.

In October Denmark participated in a German-Danish cruis2

\vith the German R/V SOLEA in the western Baltic and the 3elt

Sea for herring and sprat.

Research work.

In ~ay a research project was started with the cbject o~ using

image prccessing and pattern recognition techniques in o~der to

ex~ract ~ore information trom the acoustical signals, es?ecially

using three-dimensional structures for classify:ng disperse

layers of .fish.

In September R/V DANA made a cruise in ~hich an attempt ~as made

to study ~he distribution of fish (based on sin;le fish 2choes)

in ~ront cf a trawl in relation to the selectivity of t~e trawl.

Data \vere also collected for the above-mentionej project.
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Codend selectivity studies
Contact person David Wileman

The EEC has eontraetcd DIITA to update a review made in 1988 of the data available on
the codend selectivity in the North Sea fisheries. All avaibble measurements are colleeted
together and average seleetion faetors and sclection ranges ealculated for different fish
species and fishing mcthods.

Selectivity in Danish and Scottish seines
Contact person Thomas Moth-Poulsen

This ongoing EEC FAR projcct is carried out in partnership with SFIA in Hull. Tbe
Danish research so far eomprises 35 hauls in 1991 tcsting a standard 40 mm diamond
mesh codend against one fittcd with two 90 mm square mesh panels using the alternate
hauls teehnique. These trials revcaled a signifieantly better release of undersized haddock
without loss of marketable fish in the square mcsh panel eodcnd. Significant improvements
were not proved for other species.
24 other hauls \\!ere made in April 92 using 100 mm codends, 90 mm square mesh panels
and the hoopcd covered codend mcthod. These seem to reveal very asymmetrieal and steep
seleeti~ ; eurves for the Danish seine fishery. These trials are to eontinue in June 92.

Development of species selective trawls
Contact persons David Wileman and Klaus Lehmann

This EEC FAR projeet is in partnership with the Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen and aims
at separating whiting,haddoek and hcrring in Norway pout trawls. Use of a horizontal
separator panel towing op to 1 m behind the footrope and up to 2 m above it has been
tested at sea on FRV 'Clupea'. No aeceptable specks separation for haddock and whiting
eould be achieved. The intention was to separate thc pout into the lmver codend and divert
haddock/whiting/herring to the upper codend. Performance of thc trawl was assessed by a
remote controlled towed vehicle (RCTV) observing thc fish behaviour. The RCTV
observations eonfirmed that the height at which fish entered the trawl was highly variable
with large amounts of pout often going directly into the upper eodend. Attempts will now
be made to separate specics in the aft part of the bell)' using square mesh panels or grids.
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DIFTA has taken part in field work in a joint Nordic Council funded projcct in partnership
with laboratories in Norway, Sweden, Greenland, Iceland and Faroc Iceland. The aim of
the project is to develop a sorting devicc which can reduce the catch of under marketable
size shrimp and bycatch of fish specics. Trawls with grid have been tcsted in commercial
the fishery and the trawl geometry and fish behaviour to the grid have been observed by
RcrV.

Set Bag net
Contact person: Ulrik Jes Hansen.

DIFTA has been investigating the use of set bag nets in Bangla Dcsh. During a study tour
in 1991 information was collected on the design and operation of this trawl-like static
gear. The intention is to perform tests with models of set bag nets in the flume tank in
order to gain detailed knowlcdge of thcir geometry and then improve their selectivity.
efficiency. The gear as it is uscd today is catching too many undersized shrimps and fish
in the coastal zone of Bangla Desh.

Trawl door studies
Contact persons: Lars Hogh Knudsen and Kurt Hansen

The EEC FAR Project carried out in partnership with SFIA, England and IFREMER,
France was continued. Further flume tank tests were performed on models of five
commercial doors. A total of ten otterboard models have been fully tested in the DlFTA
Flume Tank du ring this project and in addition cross tests have been performed on models
tcsted by the other partners. Full scale trials carricd out by IFREMER were analyzed. The
project will be completed in 1992.

Model/Full scale correlation
Contact person: Kurt Hansen

DIFTA has in cooperation with RIVO and SOAFD Marine Laboratory initiated an analysis
• of the scaling formulac used when estimating full scale performance of trawls from flume

tank tests.
The work is funded partly from the EEC FAR programme.
The aim of the project is to develop new scaling rules specially for the scaling of the
speed when performing flume tank tests. The work will continue in 1992 and 1993.

Computer assisted trawl simulation
Contact persons: Lars Hogh Knudsen and Kurt Hansen

Work on the EEC FAR Project CATS was initiated in the beginning of 1991. The prnject
is carried out in partnership with IFREMER, France and DMI, Denmark. The purpose of
the project is to develop computer software for simulation of trawl behaviour. Two trawl
models have been tested in the DIFTA Flume Tank and comparisons have been made with
results from computer simulations. An interface program was developed to generate
numerical models using CADTRAWL drawing files as input. The project will continue
during 1992 and 1993.
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TUE FAROE ISLANDS

(Jan Arge Jacobsen)

FISH TECHNOLOGY

The Norwegian sorting grid system (Sort-X) developed primarily for Atlantic cod and haddock

has been tested on Saithe in Faroese waters in 1991. Two surveys were conducted, one in

September and one in November. Preliminary results indicate a more smoothed and steeper

selection ogive for saith as compared to a normal trawl, resulting in a greater escapement of

the small and undersized saithe. However, the differences were not as clear as expected from

comparable results on cod and haddock in the Barents Sea.

A survey on the relationship between the acoustic area backscattering of demersal fish in the

bottom layer at a trawlstation and the catch was done in October 1991. Preliminary results

show poor correlation of trawl catch with total echo abundance at each station, this is thought

to be due to varying amounts of norway pout present in the acoustic readings, b·..:t not caught

in the bottom trawl. Further analysis of the data are planned and the results will be reported

to ICES.

In December a heavy rockhopper ground gear was tested against a standard rubber gear

around the Faroe Islands. The absence of cod and bad weather limited the survey resulting

in few comparable tows. Further study of the two ground gears is planned in 1992.

ACOUSTICS

Three blue whiting surveys have been made in 1991. The first in January south off the Faroes

and in international waters west of the British Isles, very limited amount of blue whiting were

observed during the survey. The second survey covered the southern part of Faroese EEZ of

postspawning blue whiting on its way northwards. The third survey covered the area north

off the Faroes in the Norwegian Sea in August, where the 1989 year class dominated totally.

These results were reported to ICES in 1991.

An acoustic survey on herring in Faroes waters in June yielded no reliable acoustic estimate

due to very shallow distribution of the herring schools, but the area of distribution could be

determined and areas of high and low density could be located in the Faroese EEZ during the

survey.
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FINLAND
(P. Suuronen)

In May-June and Oetober-November 1991 trials were earried out in the Archipelago Sea (leES
SO 29N) to study the size selection and survival of young Baltic herring when a rigid grating
grid is used in the front part of the codend extension of a pelagic herring trawl. Ouring the
survival tests, the escaping fish were captured into a hooped netting cage, which was released
from the trawl when enough fish were caught, and left at the depth of capture. After a
prectetennined period, dead and live fish were counted and measured.

Survival experiments on vendace (the most important commercial fish species in Finnish lake
fishery) were made in Lake Juojärvi and in Lake Oulujärvi in summer 1991 when fish were
escaping through the eodends of pelagic vendace trawls. The survival trials were made \vith the
same capture and monitoring method as used in the herring survival study.

Trials for developing and constructing a species selective trapnet (setnet) for whitefish were
completed. A prohibiting net in front of the wings of the trapnet prevents the salrnon from
entering the trap. This enables trap net fishery of whitefish during the spawning migration of the
salmon.

Testing of the effectiveness, selectivity and durability of the different types of gillnet materials
(bar length 50 rnrn) used in the pike-perch fishery continued in the Archipelago Sea in spring and
autumn.

• Trials on Ieading feeding herring schooIs into a floating, modified poundnet with the heIp of
underwater lamps were conducted in the Archipelago Sea in October-Oecember. 11Ie behaviour
of herring schools in and around the poundnet was monitored by a sonar and gillnets.

--
The study of the effects of cold winter conditions on the physical properties of netting materials
continued. First results will be published in the Journal of the Textile Institute.

A combined hydroacoustic-trawl survey was conducted in August in the northem Baltic Proper
(SD 29), in the Bothnian Sea (SO 30) and in the Gulf of Finland (SO 32). The species studied
were Baltic herring and sprat. A total of 1450 nautical miles was echointegrated with a Simrad
EK-500 echosounder and 33 hauls with a Larsen-type pelagic herring trawl were made.
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FRANCE

1· Amelioration des techniques de capture

1.1· Amelioration des chaluts et de leurs apparaux

1.1.1 - Conception des chaluts assistes par ordinateur

Menee en collaboration avec le Danish Maritime Institute (DMI)
et le Danish Institute for Fisheries Technology and Aquaculture
(DIFTA) dans le cadre du programme FAR, cette etude a d'ores
et dejEi permis de representer d'une fagon satisfaisante un chalut
pelagique et un chalut de fond. Le travail en cours vise
maintenant Ei diminuer les temps de calcul necessaires pour
determiner la forme du chalut en fonctionnement.

1.1.2 - Etude des panneaux de chalut

Menee en collaboration avec le DIFTA et le Sea Fish Industry
Authority (Grande-Bretagne), cette etude nous a permis de
comparer les performances Ei la mer de differents types de
panneaux. Les essais en bassin sur un nombre important de
types de panneaux menes en France Ei Lorient et Ei Boulogne
font encore apparaitre des ecarts par rapport aux resultats
obtenus Ei Hirtshals et Ei Hull qu'i1 reste Ei expliquer (peut-etre par •
les caracteristiques mames des bassins) pour resoudre les
problemes d'intercalibration qui persistent.

1.1.3 - Chalutage profond

a - En Mediterranee :

Poursuite des travaux pour la capture d'Aristeus
Antennatus, recherche des Iieux de peche et du chalut le
mieux adapte.

Resultats decevants de la campagne organisee en
mars 1991, ressource en crevettes absente.
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b - En At/antique Nord Est

En collaboration avec les professionnels, les conditions de
capture d'especes jusqu'alors peu pechees dans cette zone
ont ete etudiees (cartographie, identification d'especes
etude d'engins et de greement). I

Ces travaux sont couverts par la confidentialite accordee
aux partenaires professionnels de I'IFREMER.

1.1.4 - Selectivite des chaluts

Une campagne a ete faite en novembre 1991 dans le Nord du
Golfe de Gascogne pour etudier I'efficacite d'un panneau a
mailIes carrees pour permettre I'echappement des jeunes merlus
dans une pecherie langoustines/merlus. Le travail doit se
poursuivre en 1992, mais les premiers resultats semblent tres
favorables.

1.1.5 - Instrumentation et equipement des chaluts

Des essais sont en cours pour valider la conception de differents
systemes:

- Capteur d'effort immerge, autonome, amemoire, pour mesurer
les efforts dans les funes, bras et autres elements du
greement du chalut (but vise: capteur relativement bon
marche sans exigence de transmission acoustique des
donnees).

- Capteur autonome a memoire permettant le contröle a
posteriori de I'angle d'attaque des panneaux de chaluts.

- Systeme telecommande de fermeture du cul de chalut pour
selectionner la capture correspondant a. une detection donnee.

• 1.2· Analyse des facteurs d'efficacite des thoniers senneurs

L'etude entreprise en 1990 pour comparer I'efficacite du greement
californien' et du greement scandinave pour la capture des thonides a. la
s~nne coulissante est achevee. Ses conclusions, actuellement analysees
par les armateurs fran9ais, montrent I'interet de possibles transferts de
technologie.

1.3· Filets maillants

Pour faire face aux critiques concernant .Ia capture accidentelle de
dauphins par les filets maillants derivants utilises pour la peche au
germon dans le Golfe de Gascogne, I'IFREMER et les professionnels ont
essaye divers montages des filets en immergeant plus ou moins la
ralingue superieure. Dans tous les cas, les captures de dauphins ont ete
extremement peu nombreuses.
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1.4· Machines de ramassage

1.4.1 - La machine a recolter les coquillages enfouis a l'etude en 1990
est maintenant operationnelle. Le sediment est fouille en avant
de la machine par des jets d'eau, les coquillages mis en
suspension sont entraines dans la partie superieure de la
ramasseuse par un courant d'eau cree par des cylindres
tournants, puis ramenes en surface par une vis sans fin quand la
profondeur d'eau est faible (une aspiration pourrait remplacer la
vis sans fin si la profondeur d'eau I'exigeait).

1.4.2 - Une variante de ce systeme a e18 developpee pour la coupe des
algues, une barre de coupe sectionnant les algues entrainees
par le courant d'eau cree par les cylindres tournants, ces algues
etant ensuite aspirees, par air litt, jusque sur le bateau qui les
collecte.

1.4.5 - Mise en service du bassin d'essais de chaluts de Boulogne/Mer •

Ce bassin a circulation d'eau large de 4 m, profond de 2,3 m ou
I'eau peut circuler jusqu'a 2 metres par seconde a une zone de
travail de 18 m de long, le long de laquelle un vitrage de 8 m
permet I'observation des modeles en essai. Le fond mobile,
maintenant c1assique dans les bassins de ce type, a pour
particularite d'etre assez aisement demontable, ce qui rendra la
maintenance du bassin plus facile.

2· Etudes sur I'amenagement des navires

2.1· Reflexions sur le pont de peche des chalutiers

Apres avoir analyse les problemes d'ergonomie et de securite du travail
sur le pont de peche des chalutiers de 25 metres, une etude comparable
est en cours pour les chalutiers de 50 metres sur lesquels les dangers
viennent moins de problemes d'encombrement et de conflits d'occupation •
de I'espace que de la taille et du poids des apparaux ainsi que des eHorts
exerces par les engins de manoeuvre.

2.2 - Machine atrier le poisson par analyse d'image

Les etudes entreprises sur le tri automatique du poisson a bord des
chalutiers pratiquant le chalutage de fond en Manche et en Atlantique
Nord etant devenues sans objet du fait de I'interdiction par la CEE de
I'embarquement de teiles trieuses, I'ettort a ete reporte sur le
developpement d'une machine. a trier les petits poissons pelagiques a
bord des chalutiers operant en Mediterranee. Le but de I'operation est de
diminuer les rejets inevitables en cas de capture importante a cause du
temps exige par le tri de ces petits poissons dont des quantites notables
sont avariees avant d'avoir pu etre triees. Une maquette de trieuse
separant anchois, sardines et maquereaux commence actuellement ses
essais.
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2.3 - Renouvellement de la flotte ocsanographique franltaise

L'IFREMER' studie actuellement le remplacement de deux navires de
recherche halieutique, le N/O THALASSA (61 m de long) et le

. ROSELYS 11 (20 m, operant en Mediterranee).

Le remplaltant de THALASSA sera un chalutier peche arriere de 72 m
equipe pour faire egalement des travaux oceanographiques; le
remplagant du ROSELYS 11 sera un catamaran de 28 m equipe pour le
chalutage. adaptable pour la mise en oeuvre d'autres techniques de
peche et egalement a meme de permettre des operations
oceanographiques.

Le suivi des etudes menees par les chantiers de construction de ces
navires est assure pour partie par les technologistes des peches de
I'IFREMER.

3 - Acoustigue sous-marine appliguse ala peche

3.1 - Etudes menses par I'IFREMER

3.1.1 - Echo-integration, identification des detections

La logiciel MOVIES B etudie pour individualiser les bancs de
poissons et permettre I'echo-integration par bancs est complete
par un systeme gui definit pour chaque banc un certain nombre
de criteres geometriques et energetiques.

Des recherches sont en cours pour trouver le systeme le plus
fiable pour identifier I'espece constituant le banc a partir de
l'analyse de ces criteres.

Le projet BIOMASS, mene dans le cadre du programme FAR
avec des partenaires universitaires frangais, le Marine
Laboratory d'Aberdeen et le Marine Biology Laboratory d'lraklion
en Crete integre une partie de ces resultats.

3.1.2 Developpements de nouveaux sondeurs

- Les travaux sur le sondeur large bande se poursuivent.

- Le sondeur multifaisceaux pour la peche developpe dans le
cadre du prejet HAllOS (programme EUREKA~ a ete teste en
mer aplusieurs reprises et ses resultats sont tres prometteurs,
meme s'il demeure quelques problemes de visualisation.

- Le sondeur numerique developpe conjointement par
IFREMER et la Societe MICREL est maintenant en phase
d'essai sur des navires professionnels et de· recherche
halieutique ou sa souplesse d'emploi et les facilites apportees
par le traitement numerique du signal sont tres appreciees.
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Une campagne effectU!~e sur le N/O THALASSA a ete
consacree aI'essai de ces differents sondeurs.

L'algorithme de determination de la nature des fonds sous
marins apartir de signaux emis par des sondeurs standard est
maintenant au point.

3.1.3 - Qualits acoustique des navires de peche

Le remplacement du N/O THALASSA tres age et
particulierement bruyant, le souci de se doter d'un navire
permettant de faire des recherches sur la peche Ei grande
profondeur (avec la discretion acoustique que cela suppose pour
ne pas affaiblir les performances des sondeurs) a amens
l'IFREMER a etudier les causes de bruits rayonnes par les
navires ainsi que les solutions retenues dans les autres pays
ayant recemment lance des navires de recherche pour rendre
ceux-ci suffisamment silencieux. Le souci de maintenir le cout de
construction a un niveau raisonnable rend ce probleme
particulierement ardu...

3.1.4.- Evaluation acoustique de stocks

La gestion du stock d'anchois du Golfe de Gascogne a ete
poursuivie en collaboration avec l'Espagne avec comme support
une campagne en avril-mai.

Une deuxieme campagne s'est deroulee en octobre dans le golfe
de Gascogne pour determiner I'abondance et la distribution des
ressources pelagiques potentiellement utilisables pour des
produits transformes type surimi.

3.2- Etudes menees par I'ORSTOM

La cooperation avec le Venezuela, Cuba et le Mexique, se poursuit. 11 y a
eu recemment une campagne d'echo-integration sur le merou dans le
Yucatan. Des etudes sur I'influence du bateau dans I'evitement des
poissons ont encore ete menees cette annee en Martinique et au
Venezuela.

Au Senegal, outre les campagnes d'evaluation c1assiques, les travaux
s'orientent vers les problemes de detection sur petits fonds.

Un programme d'evaluation de petits pelagiques se met en place en Mer
de Java.

A Tahiti, outre les campagnes de marquage et des etudes de
comportement, on etudie par echo-integration I'evolution des
aggregations produites par les DCP.

Des etudes sont en cours a Brest sur les discriminations entre echos de
poissons et echos de masses planctoniques, au moyen
d'experimentations multifrequentielles.
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Un graupe de travail francophone, dont le theme etait : "L'occupation de
I'espace par les populations d'organismes manns : description et impact
sur les evaluations acoustiques", s'est reuni en mai 1991 a Thonon-Ies
Bains ; il est ouvert a toute personne souhaitant y participer et se reunira
de nouveau en mai 92.
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GERHANY

(E. Dahm , U. Richter)

a) Institute for Fishing Technology, Hamburg

Energy saving methods

Negative environmental effects of fishing gear receive more and
mor~ public attention as the recent international discussion on
driftnets has shown. A general ban of a special fishing ~ethod not
taking into considerati·Jn the actual damage done by that method
under given local cond~tions is the easiest Hay to solve the
political problem but not in the interest of the fishing industry.
There is on the other hand a lack of reliable scientific data on
the subject which might h~lp to find adequate solutions. The
collection of such da ta HilI be the central task in a pr'Jgram
taken up by the Institute in 1991.

A f i r s t re v i e ~'l 0 f t h e pas s iv e ge ar fis her i e s 0 f German y re ve ale d e .
no special risk of unHanted bycatch for the area of the Horth Sea.
Heither the sole nor the plaice fisheries carried out ~lith set
nets produce any considerable bycatch of mammals or birds because
they are done in areas or seasons Hhere fishery and birds or mam-
mals are not present at the same time.

Due to their low numbers bycatch of mammals does also play no role
worth mentioning in the German set fisheries in the Baltic.
Howe'ler, a certain concern is caused by sea birds. Especi3.11y
ducks may get int:o ncts and drOHn at certain places and cert.ain
times of the year. Several cruises t/itb cbartered 'lessels 3.nd a
re~earch 'lessel ha'le been undertaken in the last months of 1991 to
spot plices of common occurrence of fishes and migrating sea
birds. So far only a limited number of birds tiere caught in the
nets and first hypotheses could be set. up concerning the areas of
maxi mum ri sk. They have to be val ida ted by a numbe r 0 f Eo llotl-up
cruises in the next years to pro'lide the fishery managel':1ent Hith
the scientific background necessary for the possibly pending regu-
latory measures. •

Besides of that, the Institute continued its .3earch for
alternatives to the dwindling cod fishery as weIl in the 33.1tic as
in the Southern ~~orth Sea. In the eastern part of the German
fis hin 9 ;:-0 n e I in t heBalt i c , t h e fis her y f 0 r t 1.1 rb 0 t , f 1 0 und er,
pike-perch and pike rnay offer opportunities. First tes:: :ishings
t'l e re l." a t her e n c 0 u rag i n 9 . Ho h' e ver, p r i ces are s t i 11 in 3. ::i ~ CJ u at e an d
marketing of the new species e. g. flounder has to be considerably
irnpro'led.

In the North Sea, the valuable fisheri' for sole I'lith Jill nets
s u f f e r s f rom bei n 9 c 0 n f i ne d b y q u 0 ta an d s e aso n a 1 a 'I .J. i 1 abi 1 i t Y.
First attempts to extend the season by participation in the setnet
fishery for plaice gave rather good results. The halfsized trarnmel
nets with only one armouring ~esh de'leloped by the Institute
proved to be especially u3eful in this context. Holte'/er, thc num
ber of rneshes in the lint has to be enlarged to prevent lass of
the more active larger plaice.
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Preparations for a detailed study of bycatch in salr.ton jrift41-::~3

in the Baltic are in progress. Preliminary results have b~en :)b

tained by participation of r.tembers of the Institute in cor.t~erci~l

fishing cruises.

Investigations with trawls

Recent research has shown that bottom tra\11s lose a considerable
part of the fishes herded betueen the uings by escapement beneath
the g roundrope and ove r the headline. Sma 11 bagne ts at tached 3. t
t hehe a d 1 in e all 0 \1 a s \1 e 11 a q u an t i tat i v e ass es sm e n t 0 f t h e s e
lasses as uhen fastened on the groundrope and running ben~ath of
it and after the roller gear. Because of the evident importance of
such resul ts for the assessment \10rk, this methodelogy \las 3pplied
at a standard bottom trawl used for steck assessment purposes. The
experiments carried out so far shou as weIl a species 3.S ,'. si::e
selectivity. Same species as Callionymus or Trigla never3ppe,J.r in
the catches of this traul. From other ::;pecies (Gadus, lf-21anogr:liT:
mus, lferlangius and also fram several flatfishes) especially the
young agegroups e scape to 3. large exten t be tueen the ro 11 e rs 0 f
t he g rau n d g e a r • Th e s e res u 1 t s t h rau sam e d 0 u b t u pan t h e ': ~ 1 i d i t i'
of assessments of the O-Group if e. g. abundance indices are based
on catches \lith this tra\ll.

The methodological Hork on determination of the shape c)f :1 ::.c"",:l
in action by means of underuater video \'laS continued. .j,• .:;:)-::<::i,3.1
test device was constructed to define the optical and e1ec':::-:nical
depiction errors and s~ccessfully tested at sea.

Research and development \lork on otterboards uas continue:! cy se.1
trials on a ne\1 construction of cambered V-doors. The ::'jOL3 :>~l.'

f 0 r me d " i t h e qua 1 e f f i c i e n c y a s f 1at boa r d s 0 f 4 . 5 .1 2 ': ~ 0 U:'J h
having only a surface of 2.4 m2 •

Small trapeziform sail kites \lorked also very uell du:-ing sea tri
als. Though having each only 0.56 m2 surface, tuo 5ai1 kites ir.t
proved the opening height of a codhopper bottom traul fr,:m 5 +:0 -S
m. It is essential to gi'Je them some initial lift at the fcruard
edge. This is done by putting s,nall floats into a po.:::~=::. 3e;1~j

alongside this part of the device.

Selection experiments

Selectivity research results compiled so far from the are3 of the
U0 r t h S e a co n t a i n 1 i t t 1 e 0 r no da tao n t he seI e c t i v i t Y 'J f bot t 0 :n
trawls for saithe. In 1991 the Institute succeeded in contributing
to fill this gap. During tuo cruises in the UorHegian pc'lrt ,)f :h-=
North Sea selectivity da ta for saithe could be colle~~ej b J
different techniques (covered codl';nd and di vided tra\ll) ~ln:1 fG r
tHO mesh shapes in the codend (diamond and square meshes). In
contrary to research results on other gadoid fishes thes~ experi
ments resulted in remarkably high selection factors. Th'2 reason
for this may lie in the fact that the saithe Hell kno\ln .3.S a fast
and enduring sHimme r ti re s to a much laue r e xtent than <) th-= r re
presentatives of the same family. HOHever, a reduction of the SP.-
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lectiv~ properties related to an increase of the
codend as stated during the experiments is ~~ll in
observations on some other gadoid fishes.

fil1in9' :!f ::.h-=
accordance "i th

A remarkable increase in knowledge could also be achieved during a
cruise to Greenlandic vaters. The few data available on the selec
tivity of bottom trawls towards cod and redfish in this area could
be confirmed and complemented and new data on the selecti~-=

prope rtie s 0 f square me she s ga the red. An importan t find ing 0 f the
cruise is that square meshes of the same size as diamond meshes
s h 0 ~l 30 co n s i der ab 1 y small e r seI e c t i v i t Y r an g e an d , t h u s , a s h 30 r per
selection. They also let pass a greater number of bigger fishes.
The introduction of a certain :nesh shape as a managenent tool
should therefore be carefully deliberated.

A possible field of application for square meshes seems also to
o p e n in t heb e amt r a w1 fis her y f 0 r b r 0 ~·m s h r i mp . P re 1 im i n a r y re 
sults of the first trials show a decrease of the unilanted byc3.tch
o fun der s i z e d b r 0 ~·m s h r i mp an d fis h andes p e c i a 11 y a r'3 n a r k a b l·~

reduction of the number of gilled undersized sole.

11 a te r i a 1 in v es t i ga t i on s

The collection of data on the change of the mesh opening of net
tin g ma te r i 30 1 s t ': ::- e d in 30 ne t s h e d was c 0 n tin u e d .

II1 a F i n n i s h - German pro j e c ton t he set n e t fis her y f 0 r p i r: e - per c h
the Institute deals ;;ith the questions of degradation of l:laterial
du ring use and choice of the nost appropriate material.

b) Institute for Deep Sea Fisheries and Fish Processing, Rostock

A ne \1 type 0 f bottom t r a ~'ll f 0 r t h e c at c hof c 0 dan d f 1at fis h ~ s
based on innovative principles of construction (central lestridge)
lias developed and introduced into the commercial fishery on
request of fishing enterprises of lIecklenburg-\Torpc:n::tern. A •
s 0 f t war e p a c: k a g e f 0 r des i g n Cl ndca 1c u 1 30 t ion 0 f t c " e d ': 1." 3. ~1 1 i n;;
s y s te ms f aeil i tat i n g t he ta s k 0 f s u c h co n s t ru c t ion \1') :r k ~ 1a s
c r'~ 3. ted. I tinc 1 u des g rap h i c s s 0 f t war e f 0 r t he pro d u ~ - i ':: n () f ne t
and rigg jrawings.

Standard bo t tom
fish stocks were

tra\lls for
introduced

ass e s sm e nt purpos e s 0 f -= -= 1 an d j' 01.1 n 9
for the fishery biology d~par~~~nt.

Extensi'Je bycatch investigations ilere carried
commercial ~~l fishery ~ast of Rügen and Usedom.

out in the

The work on the developrnent of a fully mechanized :cngline
apparatus for smaller fishing 'J,=ssels \las continued. Th,= ~ydr3ulic

propulsion of the prototype nain "inch \.,ras improved and t.echnical
trials Ilere carried out aboard the R. V. "Clupea". Furtheron a
\lorking model of a combined piece-or-Ilhole-fish-baiter ;las built.
and tested.
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c) University of Rostock

Different research projects concerning
fishing gear uere either continued or
tasks uere treated with prime priority:

engineering aspects of
completed. The following

•

Investigations on the relation between the accuracy of ex
perimentally acquired input data and the results of cal
culations concerning simulation models of fishing gear.
Ne\l theoretical and experimental investigation on shape and
strain of heavy flexible ropes in currents.
Research on a laterally displaced trawl for the catch of pe
lagic fishes living near to the surface (continuation).
Development of a mathematical simulation model for the cal
culation of set nets in currents.
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ICEL\ND
(G. Thorsteinsson, P. Reynisson)

Some experiments on the selectivity of shrimp trawls \....ere conducted. In .\fay 3

square mesh codend was tried in comparison \l,'ith usual diamond codend on a
commercial vessel in the offshore fishery. The results were positive and resulted in 30

regulation obliging the boats to use square mesh codends in larger parts of thc
offshore fishing grounds. (The square mesh codends have been used in the inshore
fishery for more than three years.)

In June the influence of using bigger mesh size in the bellies of shrimp tr3.'.','15 was
examined. This method to release undersized shrimp is rather effective. This metl~()J

is used on many boats in the offshore fishery. No official regulation "vas r:'~:J.ue

however.

In Juny the influence of 30 separator grid \\'as tested in the offshore shrimp fisb~ry. h
spite of good results to release smaIl redfish no recommendation has been sent to t!;;;

Misistry of fishery on it's use.

The selectivity of shrimp trawls in general has been a subject of Scandinavi:lJ1
cooperation for t\\'o years. One cruise was carried out in Icelandic \vaters in
September dealing mainly with square mesh codends and separation grids. [n c.JJition
to this, interesting video observations were made on the trawls and the bebadour üf
the shrimp and some fish species.

In Ivfay some new types of Nephrops trawls \vere tested and observed with an
undef\\'ater TV camera. Tbe new trawl designs proved weIl and aIl of them ·....ere
taken into commercial use after the experiments. EspeciaIly the twin trawl design has
been successfuI.

Several routine acoustic sUf\'eys \vere carried out on the stocks of capelin and ~:crring

in Icelandic waters in autumn and winter. Tbe results were used for mana;;en-:cm
purposes.

In June 30 three week acoustic survey on redfish in the Greenland sea \vas c:.lfried out.
Conditions in the uppermost 350 meters proved to be excellent, für 2.coustic
abundance estimation as weil as target strength measurements. A similar survey is
planned in the period June-luly 1992, in cooperation with Russian scientists.

An acoustic survey on zooplankton was planned in 1991. ll1is sUrY'ey was to be an
extension of the 5hort pilot surveys in 1939 and 1990. Due to circumstances this was
not possible, but two short surveys along these same lines are planned in 1992.
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New acoustic equipment (EK 500 echo sounders and BI 500 post processing systems)
were installed on board tv·;o of our research vessels, Arni FriOriksson and I3jarni
S;:emundsson. The echo sounders are \vorking at 38,120 and 200 kHz and 12,38 ami
120 kHz respectively.
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IRELAND

(J. P. Hillis)

An experiment to determine escapement of whiti"1 from a 70 BQ
square mesh panel on the top sheet of a dual p~rpose

(whitefish and Nephrops) trawl by fishing 'dith a 30 mn mesh
cover fitted over it was conducted by Bord Iascaigh Mhara
(Irish Sea Fisheries Board) was carried out during the
spring. Results showed that ,vhiting escaping through the
square mesh panel and retained in this cover outnumbered
those in the cod-end by about 1.74 to 1, and that their mean
length was 16.5 cm as opposed to 25.9 cm for those in the
cod-end.

In the summer, an experiment ,'las carried out to assess the
escapement of whiting through a similarly placed square mesh
panel of 80mm mesh on the top sheet of a Nephrops trawl. This
gave similar but less clear-cut results ascribed to the
selection characteristics of the Nephrops and the greater
propensity for i t to acccumulate shell, 'deed and such debris
than the dual purpose trawl.
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THE ~ ETIl ERL\ :--; 0S

General:
Within the scope of the Community Research Programme (FARIDG XIV, 3rd call)
5 technical research proposals v·:ere sent in to Brussels. Onl1' one was accepted :
"Improved species and size selectivity of midwater trawls (TE 3 613, NL, UK,
D)". Bilateral coöper:J.tive research contracts have been signed between RIVO
SEAFISH (UK) and RIVO-IFRE!\lER (France). To consolidate and exchange
European research activities on safety and working conditions onboard fishing
vessels dosc coöperation took place bet\veen RIVO, SEAFISH, LSCTP:'1
(France), :L-.larintek (Norway) and Lindholmen (Sweden).
In the framev,Jork of EC-programme TEi\IPUS a revised application was sent
in. The participants are RIVO, Universit1' of Agriculture (Szczecin,Poland),
University of Rostock (Germany) and the Humbcrside International Fisheries
Institute wit SEAFISH (Hull, UK).
In april 1991 the ICES FTFB and FAST working Group meetings were held in
Ancona, Italy. Much emphasis was given on the selectivity of fishing gears (e.g.
square meshes) and standardisation of survey nets. This was reported to the
Atlantic Committee for Fisheries management ACFM us weIl as discussed
extensivel1' ut the 79th Statutory Meeting in La Rochelle, France.
Besides man1' rcquests and brief advices, no projects in developing countries have
been cmied out.

Safety and working conditions :
As follow up of thc research project "Safety and working conditions in the
beamtrawl fisherics (1988-1990)", a safety group started under chaimlanship of thc
Dutch shipping Inspectoratc. The other participants are besides RIVO,
representatives of the fisheries sec tor and fishery schools. The Group aims at
investig:l.ting the feasibility of the RIVO·TU Delft safety solutions, resulting in
recommendations for authorities to draft rules concerning safe working onboard
bamtrawlers.
Also some subsidies h:lVe been forwarded to introduce 5 local en~ineering solutions
to minimize disability risks : winchhead elimination, safety gilson wire: remotdy
controlled lazy-decky pin, reducing the codend swing and a beaIl1 catcher. Although
the funding has not been realised yet, the remotely controlled bzy-decky pins havc
been successfully installcd on the beal11er UK 1O~, initiated by a fatal accident 3.nd
payed by thc skipper himseif. The other solutions have not exceeded the
engineering phase.
The first phase of the EG project UP 1.67 " Integrated quality assurance of
chi lied fresh fish at sea (0, ;--';L, UK)" has been finished with a repon and
transfer of knowledge to thc industry. In the second phase of this EG·
project, UP 2.537, the onshore developed equipment for freshfish handling will
be adapted for sea trials.
The aim of this project is to define a system to handle fish by which the overall
quality of plaice can be improved before filleting. Therefore the plaice mllst be
graded and \'v'eighed onboard, either with aid of RIVO's fisheye system (by means
of structured light and image analysis) or with aid of TNO's grading device, lIsing
infra red sensors 3.nd separate volumc mcasuring. For onboard gutting of the plaice
two prototypes were developcd, the TNO-LEBA option and the RIVO-TU Ddft
option (plaice unit 20(0). Pans of the unit 2000 are patent pcnding.
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The differences are the dim~nsion$ Jnti cho$~n methode of \\'~ighing, washing anti
grading. 11:e RIVO-TU Delft unit is :hc most compact one, suitabk :0 insu11 more
units abo\'c the hanti sorting tabk.
During [he s~a trials also some changes in the routing of the freshfish in the fish
hold \"i11 ce introduccd. Besides improvemcnr of the working conditicJ.is, icing and
storage ill~ better contro11ed and tishboxcs or containers carry a barcoce with data
on the contents anti ::"ntied pl3.ice quality for auction and retailers use.

Engineroom systems :
At the :--linistries; rcquest RIVO invcstigates the possibilities to limit the main
engine output for the 300 hp ocamers and some fraud resistent power measuring
system for onboard use. Discusssions were held with thc industry, engine
rnanufacrurers anti fisheries organiz:l.tions.
As J. sub project of the beamer 2000 research: safety integrateti retiesign, the
environmental imp3.ct of machinery installettions has been analysed.
1l1e follo\t.;ing emissions :lfe of relevance: exhaust gases of rnachinery inst:~llations,

HFCK's (R22, refrigerating) and Halon 1301 (fire extinguishing).
Compared with land based diesd e :nes exhaust rates on fishing vessds of ~Ox
and S02 are a factor 3 - 5 hi\!her. alti~oll!.!h there are no rules or recommendation$
)'et concerning the HfCK and Halon ~emissions, and the impact is nnrginal
cornpared to the merchant marine neet. For nC\l.:buildings Halon \vill be banned in
the near future, to avoid further deterioration of the ozon byer.

ßeamcr 2000
In 1991 thc safety integrateti redesign of a beamtrawler has been tinished. Snrting
[rom a conceptual redesign cf a 2000 hp beamer, the project has developed into the
"Beamer 2000" project, an umbrella project that stands for scveral rdateti activities
in sub-projects such as retiucing the safety, workload and environmentai drawbacks
of the beamtra\vl fisheries. Except improving the quality of the working areas, abo
the quality of the fresh fish :lI1ti the quality of the marine environment has b-;en
focused on. With more or less overlapping technical solutions integrateJ
improvements C:Ul be realised.
Recommendations for the fishdeck layout, wheclhouse layout and the engineroom
layout has been worked out upto the predesign phase and much emphasis has b~en

given in the know1edge rransfer to the tishing sec tor via lectun~s and public:.ltions in
weekly fisheries magazines.
From the designing point of view the project has been taken over by tbe intiustry,
where various skippers and shipyards are competing one another \vith the lktJ.ikd
drawings and specitications 01' ~ .. 8eamer 2000". The prospect is that in 1992 ü~e

first be:uncr 2000 will be launched.
Detail engineering is continuing on the pl:lice unit 2000, low noise propellers. Io'.\'
;,oise anti "green" diesel engines, accommotiation 2000 and the beamrrawl :;e:lr
2CDO (safe handlin~, sekctivitv, marine environment).

~ .
ROV dcvelopment :
At the invitation of "Institute für fangtechnik" (Gemlany) rcference measurements
luve been carried out onboard fR V Hamburg "SOLEA", The aim W3.S to CO::lp:lre
the performances of an electrica11y tiriven (original Belfour ROV) and the
hydraulically driven (RIVO's aJapted ROV) rotors. Last mentioned moJification
has been applied for the ROV Je\'doped in coöperation with the private company
Seatec as apart of a EC projcct "Eureka". 8y means of ne\\' rotor
configurations the magnus efficiency has ocen improved anti the scope of the ROV
in depth and side wal' displacement has been improved. Also the ROV pl:uform
gained better video output possibilities anti mon~ frcedorn for additional sensors.

Ecological impact uf bottumgcars :
Research on the impact of bottom gears on Bcnthic organisms has bC~:1 continueti
this year at national level (RlVO, ;\iOZ, DNZ. RGD, DlHO) as \\<.:ll 3.$ at on
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internaticnal kwl. Tlm:c topics wac in\'estigated : to wh:1t (kpth Jot.::; CC':":l:::-.:::l!
beamtrawling disturb thc s~dim~nt, what is thc survival rate for Benthos ,u:J fis:1
after being caught. h:lVc jC:lrs of bcal11tr:l\vling had a significallt dfect 0:1 :l:e
benthic system'? The rcsults will bc published in 1992.
In the framework of the EC FAR programme thc proposal \1.\ 2.S-t9
"Environmental impact of bottom gears on benthic fauna in relation
to natural resources management and protection or thc :'\orth sea" has
been granted und started in 1991. Except beamtrawling, also other types of
bottom gear will be investigated. The panicipants are besides the ~cthcrbr.Js

(RIVO, :\IOZ, DlHO), Fisheries Research Station (Ostend, Belgium) (FRS).
Institute für :'kereskunde and Alfred Wegener (Gennany).

EC-project TE 1.15-l :'\L DK UK "Fishing gear model and rull scale
relationship (RIVO 199)" \vas continued in 1991. A 5600 meshes
circumference trawl \\'as selected as thc prototype and models derived from this l:;;t.
Bar lengths of the front part were measured and sampies of mesh sizes in:::'~ :lft
part wen~ taken. :'lodels at scales 1/25, 1/35 en 1/-t0 were designed and built by
DIFTA, Hirtshals. ~et openings and drag were measurcd in the tlume tank für
selected parameters of the rigging, as given in the table below (full-scak equivaknt
values) .

Parameter Full scale equivalent valuc
13ridle \....d~hts lJ60kg • 1870kg (in air)
Towinl! speed 2.5 • 6.0kn (-l or 5 different specds)
Bridle kn~th 153m
Backstrop len~th -tm (including load cells)
Extension Sm
Door spread 150m· 165m· 180m
Type and size of doors 7m2 and 8m2 Sübcrkrüb

8·9m2 Dangrcn

An extended literature study \\'as undertaken and the idea was r3.ised to investi:::;~l:~

the relation between the drag codficient of a complete net and the R',;yno!J:;
Number for a range of model scales. Froude scaling does not lead to the corr;;ct
towing speed, and it is hoped to achieve a !Jetter quantitative relationship at k:'bt for
one net design. Trials ut sea were scheduled in ~larch-April this year, bur h:'lU [0 t:~

postponed due to other research priorities chosen for this year's research ','c:;sd
programme. They will be done in the spring of 1993.

Project 201 Single-door trawl.
Results of model studies in the Flume Tank of DIFfA, Hirtshals are given in repo:-t
TO: 90·701 "Modelollderzoek aatt sc/win achter her schip geslt.!cpte pela']is,:i:::
......istuigen -C.\12 en P-168" (In Dutch). The major conclusion of this study is th:u ;t :s
possible to tow trawls of design uSed by the Dutch sterntra\\'ler fleet substanti::lly
out of the wake of the vessel \\'ith an acceptable net geometry.

In developing more sclectivc fishing gears, \\'ork on selective trawls has
been given high priority in 1991 and various research projects undertaken of wb.:h
some were partly financed by the EC.
EC-project TE 2.55-l NL B UK" Improved selcctivity or fishing gear
in the North Sea fishery - ilcnm trawling (RIVO Project 230)" was
continued in 1991. Panicipants in this project are the Netherlands Institute for
Fisheries Research (RIVO-DLO) of IJmuiden, The Netherlands, The Fisheries
Research Station of Ostend (FRS). Belgium and the Sea Fish Industry Authority of
Hull (SEAFISH). United Kingdom. An extended literature study and fleet
inventory fonned the start of the project.
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A range of po:~nti:l.1ly feasibk ideas "I,as ~ekcted and scale model~ pr, !uc~d tu ~'-;

tested in the f1um~ t3.nk of SEAFISH 3.t HuH. A 12m V-shap~d beam trJ."vt d~sig;1

rigged with tickkr chains \vas taken a~ representative for the Dutch beamtra.....rs in
use and 9-10m chain mat arrangements \I/ere chosen for the English :md Belgi'Jm
fleets. The followings configurations were tested at scak 1/5 in Oetober ar.d
:\ovember 1991.

Configuration
Ublique sparator panel
Big meshes in square
Square mesh top panel
Hexagonal meshes in the sqUQfC
SquQfe mesh window in the 100ver panel
Lowered headline attachment
Shortened selvedge ropes
Square mesh top part of the cod-end
Reduced top panel (cut awav)

After evaluation of the models the next items were chosen for direct observ~::cn :~t

full-scale at sea.

Hem: 13ig meshes Square Hexagonal Lowered Reduced top !
in square mesh top meshes in headline p3.I~d I

panel the square attachment
RVZ X. X X
RIVO X X X

A final selection will take place after observation and if necessary improvcments in
the rigging. r\ first set of observations on the 12m beam tr:l\vls will be done [rom
FRV "TRIDE:\S" in :'1:lrch 1992. Achartered baat will operate from Ostend anti
thc ROV-system from FRV "I51S" to observe the smaller gears in :'la1' 1992.

Project 239 - EC 1991/2 "Separation of Cod und \Vhiting in ßottom
Pair Tray\:ls"
Research on this topic \vas continued and financially supponed by the EC.
Experiments were done in two periods February-~larchand ~b.rch-April 1991 on
standard and modified pair trawls with the objective to reduce the b1'-catch 01' cod.
v/hile maintaining the catches 01' whiting. The gears \vae opaated. from two
commercial trawlers, namely the KW-137 :lOd KW-173, \vhile direct observar:ons
using a remotely operated television vehicle were d.one frarn FRV "ISI5", during
the first period. The modifications tried out aimed at creating larger openings n~~:.r

the footrope of the trawl, through which cod are offered escape opportunitics pricr
to capture. This concept has been proven to work and vanous modifications of the
rigging were tested. The second experimental period was used to invcstigate t!:e
effectiveness of a horizontal Sep:lIiltcr p:l.lld in the same trawl. These experirn~nts

were carried out onboard FRV "ISIS" and were meant to supply 2.dditional
infonnation on typical behavioural differences bct\\'een cod and whiting. Th;;
results prove, that ccd show indeed the tendency to seek escape paths undemeath
the footrope und in the lower parts of the gear, while whiting do not ~xhibit a
similar escape behaviour. Conclusively thc research carried out indicatcu, :hat cod
can be offered escapc opportunities in lower parts of the gear, by altering the
rigging of the trawl er adding a separator panel. The panelty could Oe a certain loss
in whiting catches. Thc optimum rigging had not yet been idcntified, but the idca of
creating larger escape openings ncar the footrope by extending the connecting
chains seemed to \vork weil und enablc to seme extent a more Jirected whiting
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t:,;:':r, .,:J r-.:c'.:-:uol1 in TJ 0\'-\,.'. \:;~-:" \Ivre c:pcriI11ci1h \\I:r-.: ;'2 ...', .:':,,:;1,> In
,".-', I l-'J'" '"r'll ;t,> ' )1"-1"": '11' ''''~ ','I ['\, (T i',> ()'pt i r'l 111 n',·":,, r._0,,1 ••1.J. •.., ~._~ 1 ........ '-- ...... J..}J. ~\,.I ....... 1 :::; .1..... • l .=;:;111.::,

j';'z.: :~t= ..~ ...'C:-:,- I röcJr h pLOi-'0SJ.! L'3 kd "(mprOHU spccie' ..,md size
"'keri\ ity ur mitlwnter trawls (TE 3.613)" in v,hich the nöt ")r~ailiZ3.[ions

, ,.-.~(';'~rL;: Sr:AFlSH H 11 \CK), SOAFD - \f3.rine Labor:ltory :\terdeen
~ i_ ~), 3F,-\, -- institut für Fangte hnik' l-L:tmburg ~D) and the ~.~~h >rl:.lnds
:.1 -:i:C!:e tor Fi..;h,-~cs Research RlVO-DLO (:\L), The proje t is still i:1 t;;' '():~IT:.lct

i'lu,:;;;:. The lim i- to impro\'e the ..;pecies Jnd size sdecti ity of mi 1\\,H..:::- trawls
u:-:ed in Community waters, thus reducing the by-catch and dis 3.fding of "OrH~l.rget

,pccics in a mixed fishery and the discards of juvenile fi h in a s', gk species
fi~l'ery, RIVO-DLO is coordinator. .\l:l.rine Llboratory \-vill conduCl experiments on
,'ish behaviour in a water tank, SE,-\FISH will (onduct model st'Jdies on
experimental gear designs in their tlume t:lnk, and both RIVO-DLO and ßFAF-!FF
will do direct ob 'crvation using their RCTV -systems and carry out comparative
fishing rri:ll at Sea on their rescarch vcsscl . All participant will bc n~3.ged in
,.;ummmsing the tindings and presenting them to their national fishing industries. A
rirst set of s a trials i scheduled tO take place on FRV "SOLEA" in .\ugust
::>eptcmber 1992,

[n fnrmatics :
Thc computer program FishEye"-' that was developed for the EC-project
"Integrnted quality assurance of chilIed fresh fish at sea" \Va i:"pro\'cd
'on i ~er3.bly. The program is now able to grade sole, plaice, whiting. d:.lb, cod n.nd
i_mon- 'ole with an accura y of about 9890.
F r the automati analY'is of otoliths mu h work was done in exuacting tr.~ lse
infoml3.tion along the lines of growth within the otolith ..
Th automati orting and counring of fi 'h-egg in pl3.nkton sampies was developed
q~lite promising, A special tlow system was developed to get a const: nt speed 01'
·.:,e plankton ampks in the vision 3.fea of the camera.
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NORWAY

(A. Bjordal)

This repoIt inc1udes contributions from the following institutions:

Institute of Marine Research, Bergen, (1)

The Norwegian College of Fisheries Science, Troms~, (2)

Norwegian Marine Teclmology Institute, Trondheim (3)

(Nwnber in parenthesis indicate the institution(s)' involved in the different activities.)

FISH BEHAVIOUR AND REACTION TO FISHING GEAR

The effect on natural distribution of wild fish (saithe) from IlSh farm activities has been

studied by conventional tagging methods and by telemetrie tracking (I, in eooperation with

Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen). Behaviour of wrasses has been studied for development of

more efficient and gentle capture techniques (1).

Analysis of eatch data indicates strang effect from seismie activity on the behaviour of fish

and eatch rates in longline and trawl IlShing (1). Reactions of IlSh to recorded vessel noise

hac; been studied on penned cod (1).

VeItical migration of shrimp has been studied by towing a steel frame with sampling bags at

intervals up to 8 m above the bottam. Tbe results show that a standard sampling trawl has

rather poor sampling efficiency compared with the frame method (2).

SELECTIVE FISHING AND SURVIVAL AFTER ESCAPEMENT

Further experiments with fixed sorting grids in fish trawls have shown that this technique has

a dear potential rar improving the size se1ection. Data were obtained on cod, haddock, redfish

and Greenland halibut, with bar spacing in the grids of 40,50 and 55 nun (2, 1).
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The work on grid sorting system in shrimp trawls has been continued, partly as joint Nordie

project with testing of several grid designs versus different sizes of diarnond and square

meshes (1)..

Se1ection experiments with seine net showed that 50% of the escapement (of cod and

haddock) takes p1ace after the fIsh bag has reached the surface during hauling. Introduetory

trials with sorting grids in seine net were condueted (1).

Experiments with a p1astic body on longline hooks gave improved size se1ection for haddock,

but not for tusk and ling (1).

Further experiments with survival of fish after escapement from trawls indicate 10w mortality

for both cod and haddock, haddock, however, was more vulnerable to scale 10ss (1).

Simulated net bursts indicate significant mortality of herring that escapes after purse seine

bursts (1).

IMPROVEMENT OF FISHING GEAR AND METHODS

Experiments with liquid bait extracts in Norway lobster pots, indicated improvement of catch

rate and size se1eetion compared with natural bait (1).

In comparative IlShing trials in the longline IlShery for haddock, the EZ-baiter hook gave

equal catch rates to the Wide Gap hook. Monofilarnent gangions did not give improved catch

rates of tusk and ling (1).

There is now considerab1e interest in keeping IlSh alive after capture, both for buffer storage

and for ongrowing in pens. For this purpose, gentle capture teclmiques are required. The work

has so far inc1uded deve10pment of 1arge scale fyke-nets and adaption of seine nets for gentler

handling and improved survival (1).

A simple ball roller system is developed for easier handling of sea cage nets (1).
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\Vork to improve sampling trawls was continued inc1uding trawl geometry under different

conditions, comparison of bobbins and rock-hopper gear (2). Further, a I-door trawl for

sampling elose to the surface has been developed (1).

HYDROACOUSTICS

The acoustic systems EKSOO and BI500 have been used on vessels of the Institute of Marine

Research for about 1000 survey days in 1991.

A development project on sonar biomass estimation was based on the use of existing sonar •

hardware (the SIMRAD SA-950) with improved data access. Further data interfacing on the

SIMRAD SR-240 omni sonar have been made (1).

Deve10pment on the towed body concept was continued with Imal goal to install EKSOO

components in the towed body and transfer digital data by optical cable to the vessel.

Successful testing and calibration on the ES38D, pressure stahle spUt beam transducer have

been made to 400 m. Experiments with resolving dense layers of fIsh at depth for in situ TS

measurements have been conducted (1).

The first version of the mapping/charting module for BI500 is now being tested. Further work

will inc1ude more advanced tools and geographical software routines for displayand analysis •

of survey data (1).

Software using the deteeted single fIsh and conneeted angular data to track single fIsh in real

time has been developed. Up to 32 Hsh can be tracked simultaneously, and data on flsh

"size", swimrning speed, direction, vertical and horizontal movement are displayed and stored

for further statistical analysis (1).

A larger relational database to handle a1l scientific data is now being modelIed. The database,

Ingres V 6.3, will be operational in April -92, served by two HP 9000/mod750. The BI500
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database, used during data collection at sea, will be modified so that the tools developed for

processing ashore, also could be used on board the vessels (1).

A system for performing "dry measunnents" on the EKSOO has been developed, simulating

the input from a split beam transducer with four independent quadrants. Since time,

Amplitude, Phase and Frequency can be set with high precision, the preliminary name for the

instrument is TAPP. Initial tests have been successful (1).

Acoustical data to be analyzed by geostatistical methods were sampled on an experimental

fjord survey (1).

Multifrequency EK-500 data have been sampled on several surveys for different reasons. like

investigating target strength differences, attenuation differences and also for discrimination

between plankton and flSh (1).

In 1991, a projeet was commenced for further elucidation of harmful impacts from seismics

on eggs, larvae and juveniles from different species. This also included sound pressure andn

acceleration measurements of the very sound near-field around air guns (1).

FISHING VESSEL TECHNOLOGY

Two textbooks (in Norwegian) are now in their tmishing stage, one on tlShing vessel safety

and one on working conditions onboard fishing vessels. A data bank on personal accidents

in the Norwegian fishing fleet is continuously being updated and extended (3).

The survey on energy consumption in the Indian tlShing fleet is now rmished. A survey on

air pollution from the fleet and plants of the Norwegiann fishing industry has also been

completed. An energy-saving system for steering a trawler by meanns of hydraulically

changing the position of the trawl blocks has been developed (3).
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Ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore data communication via the Inmarsat C satellite has been

further tested by fishing, research and coast guard vessels in the Barents Sea. The system is

now operating satisfaetorily to the north of Spitsbergen. Special software and antenna systems

has been developed (3).

Catamaran ftshing vessels are met with increasing interest. Feasibility studies for various

fIsheries have been carried out. An investigation of safety in extreme wave conditions has

been conducted (3).

A purse seiner/seine netter has recently been relaunched after extensive modifications,

including new systems for loading, holding and unloading the live fish which are now being

tested (3). •

•
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RUSSIA

(Pinro, Murmansk)

Experimental investigations on selectivity of bottom trawls
have been carried out during 1991. The following data have
been obtained:

data on selectivity of bottom trawls rigged with the "Troll-X"
system relative to cod and haddock in the southern Barents
Sea;

- data on cod and haddock escapement through a trawl bag
during hauling and retrieval of the trawl at different speed;

- data on contact of cod and haddock with the sorting grid
during escapement through the trawl bag in the shrimp fishery.
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SWEDEN

(L-E. Palmen)

During 1991 one hydroacoustic survey were carried out on
herring and sticklebacks covering the Gulf of Bothnia. The
study was done within a major program for the Gulf of
Bothnia during 1991 between Sweden and Flnland. The herring
was registered by a 38 KHz echosounder with a hull mounted
tro.n~ducer o.nd. the ~ti.ek~ebo.Ck by Q ~oo ~nz: cchoooundcr
with a transdueer mounted in a towed body.

A mesh experiment were earried out on board a cornmercial
nephrop trawler with a twin trawl one with 60 mm square
mesh and the other with 70 mm diamond mesh in the codends.
The results showed a considerable increase in the L50 fram
26.4 ~~ to 40.1 rnm for the trawl with 60 mm square mesh.
Statistical signifieant differenee in the selection range
c""nll1rl nl"\t- hp I'lrl"\"pn hpt-wppn 't"hp "r::lwl r~np~.

A so ealled "Miero trawl" characterized by a long square
and two codends has been tested in the eod fishery. The
eodends are divided almost up to the square which
consequently gives a good waterflow and a trawlspeed of up
to 3.2 knots. The trawlsize are 660 meshes with 120 mm
stretch mesh and an opening of 2.9-3.2 m. Experience so far
teIls that the catches are bigger and the eatehability for
undersized fish are lower. Two codends has also shown to be
pre.ctical in the co.:5e tho.t the trawl io5 demoli3hed one
still have 50% of the catch left.

A shrimp trawl called "Grenadier trawl" has been developed
to separate fish and shrimps because of the hard seales of
speeies like Grenadiers and Silver smelts are affecting the
quality of the shrimps. There have been an gusset sewed in
the side-panel of the trawl to get an opening of 18-22 m.
Using two codends above each other and a separation panel
inside the trawl to split the catches have given results of
~z-~~'O snl:~mps ~n -ehe ~ower cod.end.. One pro1.>J.f;:llI ::;'0 Lc:H: <.LJ::t:

dogfish that are eaptured in the separation panel.

A new project with rolling trawl doors have been initiated.
At first they are going to used in the small scaled
fishery.
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SPAIN

(Eduardo Balguerias)

- ..
INSTITUTO ESPANOL DE OCEANOGRAFIA (lEO)

ACOUSTICS

Contact persons: Carmela Porteiro, Pablo Carrera and Rogelio Abad

Two acoustics surveys were conducted by the IBO in the Spanish continental shelf:

1- PELACUS 0391 was carried out onboard RIV Cornide de Saavedra from 16/03/91 to
11/04/91. Its main objectü was to assess both the sardine and the blue whiting stocks occu
rring in Spanish waters. Tbe cruise covered the Spanish Atlantic and Cantabrian continental
shelf down to 1000 meters depth.

A total of2765 nautical mHes were sailed following a zig-zag track. Tbe working area was divi
ded into seven geographic zones and different depth strata for calculation purposes.

A Simrad echosounder EK-500 spUt bearn 38 kHz was used after calibrating with a copper
standard target. Vessel speed was 10 knots and acoustics signals were integrated over one nauti
cal mile intervals.

Hidrographic parameters were recorded in 61 stations and 22 pelagic hauls were conducted for
species identification.

2· The ECOMED 91 cruisc ",,,-as planned to assess the stocks of sardine and anchovy occu
rring in the- Mediterranean Sea from Punta Europa (Gibraltar Strait) to Sete (Gulf of Lion).
From 21/10/91 to 21/11/91, an area of 14352 squared nautical miles was surveyed by the RIV
Cornide de Saavedra. This area was divided into 14 sectors and 3 depth strata for calculation
purposes. Transects were done following a zig-zag track.

Acoustics signals from a Simrad echosounder EK-500 split beam 38 kHz were integrated over
one nautical mile intervals.

Species were identified from catches of 32 pelagic hauls.
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SELECTIVITY STUDIES

Contact person: Antonio Celso Fariiia

Studies on bottorn trawl selectivity for hake, blue whiting, horse mackereI, megrim, angler
fish and nephrops were completed onboard FIV Riazor from 27/05/91 to 13/06/91. Different
gears provided with diamond"and square mesh codends and mesh sizes of 40, 65 and 80 mm
were compared according to the alternate fishing method.

Experiments were conducted in the NW Spanish coast along 60 hauls' carried out at 130 and
200 meters depth completing 5 hauls per type of gear; mesh size lind depthstro.tüm.
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U.K.

(G.P. Arnold)

Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft, England

Effect of noise on RV catch rates. A carefully designed
statistically balanced experiment was undertaken with RV
"Corystes" in the North Sea to investigate the effects of
underwater noise on fish catch rates. The ship produces very
low levels of underwater noise but the propulsion system
generates a narrow band 300 Hz tone (plus harmonics) which is
transmitted through the propeller. Transmission to the water
can be eliminated by the use of chokes. More than 200 tows
were made in February and Ma~ch with a beam trawl and an otter
trawl at both a shallow water and a deep water location. For
each gear the effects of chokes in and out, direction of tow
(with or against tide) and light or dark, were investigated
with quadruple replicated half-hour tows in random order.
Ancillary factors such as wind speed and direction, speed
through the water and speed over the ground, were also
recorded. The catches included haddock, whiting, Norway pout,
plaice, sole and dabs. A preliminary analysis of the results
indicates a small but non-significant effect of ship's noise
but strong and significant effects of day and night and
.possibly other factors for some species.

Acoustic tag development. Work has continued to develop a
miniature pressure sensitive telemetry tag to operate down to
100 m with an accuracy of ± 0.5 ffi. Following the successful
trials of a data storage tag reported last year, the design of
a miniature version has been completed and an order placed
with a commercial company for the manufacture of a pre
production run of 10 tags. A patent application has been
lodged in respect of the data storage tag.
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U.K.

(Scotland)

Cod·end selection methods

A new design of cover has been tested using riild rinis to hold the cover off the cod-end
and prevent masking ofthe cad-end meshes. This technique may be suitable for seine net
and pair trawl selection trials. ldantleal twin trawls were used to campere the selectivity
oftwo identical cod-ends, one with the traditional cover and the other with the new design.
Haddock and whiting were caught. Two standard 90 mm diamond mesh cod-ends were
used for eight hauls and two similar cod-ends with 90 mm square mesh windows were used
for ten hauls. In all eases the 50% retention lengths were largel' when the new rlnged
cover was ueed. The valuee given below were obtained{rom aelection curves drawn through
the combined data fol' all valid hauls made with each cod-end.

Haddock Wbiting

Cod-end Cover design L50 SR L50 SR
Standard 90 mm Traditional 22.9 8.5 28.8 6.8
diamond mesh
cod-end Ringed design 27.0 6.4 29.8 5.3

Same but with Traditional 27.2 7.0 32.6 7.3
90 mm square
meshwindow Ringed design 29.1 7.4 35.6 7.3

Selectivity

Using the new design cf cover mentioned earlier, selectivity parameters were obtained for
a range of cod-end designs on pair trawls. The preliminary results are tabulated for
haddock.

Mesh size Meshes round 50% retention
mm length cm

90 80 29.5
90 120 22.5
90 150 17.0

100 70 32.1
100 100 32.4
100 130 25.8
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Mesh size Meshes round 50% retention
Olm length cm

110 80 37.2
110 100 33.0
110 120 29.4

An instrument to measure short distances accurately is being developed for trials in 1992.
It will be used to measure the diameter of the eod-end Olouth during fishini'.

AOlathematical model ofeod-end shape end loading is heing developed to help in the study
of the dependance of selectivity on ead-end gcometry and other factors.

During one eruise eod-enels made of new materials having a semi-riiid mesh shape were
filmed to assess the praeticalities of its use over large areas of the eod-end without the
problems aometimes faund with square mesh nettmg.

Separator trawls

• Model and fuH-scale trials have been done for an EC funded project to develop a trllwl
which separatcB human consumption species from Norway pout. The design. using a
horizontal separator panel. was intended ta clivert small haddock and whiting to the upper
companment and Norway pout and other species into thc lower one. Paar water clarity
may have contributed to the inconclusive results. The design and positioning of the
separator wcre varied. It was possible to divert 60 to 80% of oll three species either into
the upper or lower eompartment by changing the height of the panel or thc position ofthe
panelleading edgc relative to tho footrope. No clear separation of pout from human
cansumptian species was possible.

GridB

A sorting grid suitable for improving selectivity ofsmall haddock and whiting on ScottiBh
trawlers was testcd. A rigid grid was plaeed so that it eovered the entrance to the upper
or two cod-ends. Thc 1 x 0.5 m grid could bc slanted forwards at varying angles end was
formed of22 mm bars whose spacing could be altcred. A 0.5 x 0.7 m rigid vent was attached .
immediately ahead of the lower end of the grld end an inclined canvas sheet led thc flsh
[rom the beUy nettinii up to the vent and grid. Thc aim was that the small flsh should pass
through thc grid into ~he upper eod-end but the larger flsh shauld find theil' way do,,"'1l
through the vent ioto the lower eod-end. The results for a bar spacing of 40 mm at n 45'
slope for three size ranges of fish show that the concept has potential and further
improvement mny be possible.

Samplini trawls

Further data have been collected in the aeries of trials to determine the factors nIfecting
trawl catches during stock assessment surveys. Areport was prepared using data from
thc preliminary analysis carrled out in 1990 end presented nt the 1991 Statutory Meeting.
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FiBhing effort

Trials to measure the swept areas of same new gears having enhanced performance have
been undertaken. Engineering data and underwater observations on a twin crown
Nephraps trawl will be reported. A study comparing volumes swept by tha principal
Scottish demersal gears has been completed.

Physical modelling

An EC funded project to improve the modellini procedures for usa in flume tanks for
instance has continued. ICSmall model" trials have beau conducted in tbe Hirtshals tank.
Tbe results 8uggested that models scaled at constant Froude Number da not provide
accurate drtli estimates for the fuH-scala nett Tha inadequate modelling of elasticity and
stüfneS8 of twines end ropes may also contribute significantly to inaccuracies in model
geometry.

Fish behaviour

The study of flab bebaviour in cod-ends continued ta address the practical problems •
encountered in making cod·ends more precise selective devices. Further sea trials were
undertaken to investia-ate the usa ofvisual patterns in the cod-end as a means ofinducing
more consistent escape behaviour. Fish response was found to vary with time ofyear and
it ia thougbt that fiah swimming performance and condition factor may impose limits on
escape responses. Other experiments and observations have indicated that the more
important variables which may affect escape behaviour are light intensitYt Iocal flow
velocity and watet temperature. .

Observations on the resctions of schooling fish to netting barriers were made in the
aquarium.. Fish (mackerel and haddock) were shown to penetrate some netting twines
more readily than others. Mackerel have also been shown to penetrate vertical bars of
twine more readily than horizontally orientatcd oncs for each of the twines under test.

Same work was done in collaboration with SFIA, Hull on the release ofsmall cod througb
square mesh windows in ead-ends. It was observed that cod, like most other round fish,
are not inclined to escape through the Iower panels of cod-ends.
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Acoustics

Surveys of herring were carrled out 1} in the leES area Via and 2) In Orkney Shetland
and Buchan areas in July 1991. The latter survey was in conjunetion with Norwegian
Danish and Dutch fisherles research laboratorles. During the Via survey data was
eolleeted In individual sampie format for each transmissIon and with 0.5m depth
definition at 38 and 120kHz. Far the Orkney Sheltand area date was recorded on Sun
from EK500 echosounder at 38kHz.

Werk an the automatie extraetion of shoals has developed the system has bean
transferred to Sun computer system. The echo sounder output 15 treated as an image
and loaded Into a Sun based system using Imaglng Teehnology high speed image
processlng eards. Image processlng teehnlques involvlng smoothlng, edge
enhaneement, multiple binary thresholds, erosion and dilation are used to isalate and
deflne the locatlons and shapes of flsh shoals and the seabad from the image. Timing
is dominated by data recovery and the assaclatlon of adjacent pixels into eonnected
objects. Typical image recovery and processlng Is less than 20 seconds for 512
acoustic transmissions. The objectlve of the work is to ald extraction of shoal statistlcs
to assist with understanding of stock distribution and species recognition.

Work on survey design methods has continued uslng aserIes of simulations to
investlgate the preeislon of estimates wlth different survey methods. The results are
eneouraging and Indleate that systematie designs have some advantages in survey
precision. Usa of geostatistlcal estimators tor varlanee al/ows examlnation of survey
strategies.
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U.S.A.

Fisheries Acoustics science and Technology Issues

Alaska Fisheries Science Center, Seattle, Washington

Alaska Fisheries Science Center (AFSC) in Seattle has
continued research on pollack (Theragra chalcogramma) and whiting
(Merluccius productus) in the Hortheast Pacific Ocean. During
1988 and 1989 and again in 1991 MID 1992, acoustic surveys of the
spawning population of pollack have been carried out in January
March in the deep water portion (>1000 m) of the Bering Sea, and,
in 1989, 1991 and 1992 including shelf waters of the eastern
Bering Sea. Annual surveys of the Gulf of Alaska spawning stock
in the Gulf of Alaska have continued through 1992. Target •
strength studies of fish using the split bean technique continue
and standard sphere calibration has become the primary
calibration technique. Cooperative surveys of pol lock in the
Bering Sea with the Japanese Fisheries Agency have continued
under the sponsorship of the International North Pacific
Fisheries commission (INPFC). The fifth in aseries of triennial
surveys (summer) of pol lock in the Bering Sea was completed in
1991. The sixth triennial survey of Pacific whiting off the west
coast of the U.S. is scheduled for the summer of 1992.

Southwest Fisheries Center, La Jolla, California

Bio-acoustic technology is used in a study of predatorjprey
interactions in the antarctic marine ecosystem. The predators
are chinstrap penguins and southern fur seals breeding in the
vicinity of Elephant Island, off the northern tip of the
Antarctic Peninsula; their principal prey is antarctic krill
CEuphausia superba) . Aspects of the foraging ecology and
reproductive success of seals and penguins are studied at
selected breeding sites. complementary shipboard observations
are used to describe within and between season variations in the
distributions of krill, zooplankton, phytoplankton, and water
types. During the 1992 field season, a Simrad EK500 echo sounder
was used by the Antarctic Ecosystem Research Group at the
National Marine Fisheries service's Southwest Fisheries science

. Center to map the distribution of krill. A 120 kHz split-beam
transducer was deployed on a dead-weight towed body, and
comrnunicated with the echo sounder via 50 m of armored towing
cable, a set of slip rings on a towing winch, and 75 m of
shielded deck cable. The echo sounder was connected via ethernet
to a UNIX workstation for post-processing and archiving of
acoustic data. For the purposes of generating distribution maps
and abundance estimates, volume backscattering attributed to
krill was integrated over the 10 m to 250 m depth range and
averaged over 1 nmi transect intervals. These values were
gridded and contoured to produce distribution maps. Abundance
was estimated by converting area backscattering strength to krill
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biomass density using a new formulation for krill target strength
from Miller [Biomass Newsletter 13(2) :6] and treating the mean
density on each transect as an independent estimate of the mean
density over the survey area. Volurne backscattering measurements
are currently being analyzed at higher resolutions to describe
the dominant horizontal and vertical scales of krill aggregation
patterns. The system was also used to 1) collect target strength
measurernents on both individual and aggregated krill; 2) direct
simultaneous high-resolution net sarnpling; and 3) conduct fine
scale rnapping of a krill aggregation over a 48-hour period.

Southeast Fisheries Center, Pascagoula, Mississippi

The Southeast Fisheries Center (SEFC) group continues to
develop fisheries acoustic surveys for srnall pelagics in the Gulf
of Mexico. A single survey was scheduled for the fall of 1991,
but was canceled due to vessel problems. In June, 1992, the
Center plans to use acoustics to assess the performance of video
equipment used to survey reeffish at sites currently sarnpled with
a video carnera and trap. Acoustics will be used to estimated the
abundance of fish over the survey site. In July and August,
1992, plans are in place to estirnate the acoustic backscattering
cross-sections of srnall pelagic and other species held in a cage.
The work will be a joint effort with the Florida Department of
Natural Resources (DNR). A fisheries acoustic/trawl survey is
also scheduled in October. Florida DNR conducts surveys for
spanish sardine (Sardinella aurita), scaled sardine (Harengula
iaguana) and Atlantic thread herring (Opisthonerna oglinurn) along
the coast near Tampa Bay, Florida in depths ranging between 5 and
14 m. Vessel avoidance has not been a problem.

GLOBal Ocean ECosysterns Dynarnics Program (GLOBEC)

IOC and SCOR have formally approved the formation of a
Scientific Steering Cornmittee to establish and coordinate an
international GLOBEC program. There are four major focus areas:
1) fundamental process studies; 2) retrospective analyses of
existing data with new tools; 3) numerical modeling and 4)
advanced sampling systems. ICES is co-sponsoring International
GLOBEC and, in particular, acoustic survey data from the area
inc1uded in the lCES Cod and C1imate project form a data base
that may benefit from retrospective scrutiny. There are numerous
examples of possible new acoustic technology that may be
applicable to International GLOBEC. One of these is the
development of acoustic (and other) instrumentation which can be
used in ship-of-opportunity sampling programs to comp1ement such
direct sampling as is done in the continuous plankton recorder
(CPR) program.

The U.S. GLOBEC Scientific Steering Cornmittee continues to
successfully encourage U.S. funding agencies to sponsor
deve10pment of new acoustica1 techno1ogy, inc1uding moored
acoustic systems for quantitative measurement of zooplankton,
micronekton and fish 1arvae size and abundance in relation to the
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physical environment. A strong recommendation to integrate
comp'.ementary acoustical and optical measurements into advanced
oceai" sampling systems has evolved from conferences on both
acoustical and optical technology development for GLOBEC science
programs.
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Fishing .Technology and Fish Behavior Issues

National Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast Region

Catch comparison experiments with a Nordmore Grate in the Gulf of
Maine shrimp fishery have concluded with favorable results with
regard to by-catch reduction and shrimp retention. Grates
manufactured from ultra high molecular weight polyethylene
(UHMWPE) and with 0.75 and 1.00 inch bar spacing were evaluated.
No evidence of size selectivity of shrimp was noted with the
spacings tested. Grates manufactured from UHffi~PE were found to
be more acceptable to the industry than grates fabricated from
aluminum, as they could be handled on net reels. These results
have prompted managers to require vessels fishing for northern
shrimp to equip their trawls with this device as of April 1,

A study is to be conducted with the cooperation of New England
fisheries industry leaders, vessel owners, the University of
Rhode Island, Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, and the
National Marine Fisheries Service. The prime objectives of this
project are to develop fish size selection curves for 5.5 inch
square and diamond mesh and 6 inch square and diamond mesh shapes
for yellowtail flounder and Atlantic cod. Also planned is to
compare statistically L25, L50, L75, Selection Range and
Selection Factors for the eight selection curves developed. The
experimental design follows a paired-alternate tow method,
comparing a small mesh codend (control) with an experimental
codend. All testing is to be performed on a commercial fishing
vessel and tows will be of commercial length.

University of Rhode Island Fisheries Program

Survival studies on fish escaping through codend meshes ~ere
conducted and analyzed. Fish were held in underwater pens after
passing through the meshes of a towed codend simulation
apparatus;- High survival rates occurred, with 100% survival in
many treatments. While no survival differences were noted by
mesh shape, some fish were found to escape more quickly from
square mesh codends.

Studies of fish behavior in and around commercial trawls are
being conducted using a self-contained low-light camera with a
separate 8 mm recording unit and battery pack in an underwater
housing.
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Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries

The MDMF and the New England Aquarium have completed the first
year of an investigation on trawler discarded juvenile
groundfish. Two cruises were nade to assess the survival of the
deck discard of cod (Gadus morhua) and American plaice
(Hippoglossoides platessoides). Survival rates were deternined
by placing the "discarded' fish in large cages and returning then
to the tow depth for about 24 hours. The first cruise, in early
June 1991, resulted in overall survival rates of 264 cod at 12%
and 209 plaice at 44%. Over all survival rates for the second
cruise, in late April 1992, 51% for 115 cod and 66% for 178
plaice. Cod and plaice blood sampies were taken from another
subset of fish and analyzed for hematocrit, protein, lactate,
chloride, glucose, sodium, potassium, total osnolality and
cortisol. Lactate concentrations increased dramatically as time
on deck increased, but did not vary with length of tow. cortisol
concentrations were elevated above the control values in all
fish, regardless of length of tow or time on deck.

A second series of two cruises will assess the survival of
discarded fish and fish that escape fron the cod end. The sane
species are the sUbjects. The first cruise was just completed in
early June 1992. The discard methodology was the same as the
previous year. A detachable cod end cover was constructed and
deployed to catch the escapees. The cover, turned cage after its
release, remained on the botton for 24 hours. An ROV was used to
survey the entrapped fish just after the cover was released and
just prior to retrieval of the cover/cage. An initial review of
the data show a high survival rate of the escaped fish and a much
lower survival rate of the discarded fish.

MDMF has also been investigating the reduction of bycatch. The
small mesh trawl fishery for whiting (Merluccius bilinearis)
usually has considerable bycatch of groundfish. The goal of this tt
experiment was to gather prelininary data on the behavior of
whiting and bycatch species relative to capture by an otter trawl
and to design an otter trawl for the directed whiting fishery
which wil~ selectively fish for whiting, sUbstantially reducing
the amount of groundfish and small whiting. A net with a
horizontal panel was experimentally fished from achartered
commercial trawler. The panel height was changed to assess
changes in the catch of whiting and bycatch species. The results
lead the researchers to believe that a trawl net can be designed
to significant reduce the bycatch when fishing for whiting. The
net will be converted for commercial use and used to assess the
commercial application of this methode



MIT Center for Fisheries Engineering Research

The Center continues to make the facilities of the David Taylor
Research Center available for fisheries gear research and
instruction. These include a 22 foot wide circulating water
channel, a 52 foot wide towing basin and a 360 by 240 foot wave
tank. These facilities continue to beimproved to suit a wider
range of fisheries research needs.

Two types of in-situ observation systems are being developed.
The TUGOS, a towed vehicle for observations of trawls has seen
further improvements. Modifications to the vehicle's shape are
planned to increase its performance and to reduce the chances of
entanglement. The Center is also working with MIT's Underwater
Vehicles Laboratory on developing the techniques and hardware for
the use of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV's) in fisheries
research.

University of Washington, Fisheries Research Institute

The fourth Phase of the West Coast groundfish trawl codend mesh
size study is using the field data and models developed during
earlier phases to predict the short- and long- run effects of
changes in codend mesh sizes and shapes.

Field work consisted of sending two observers along with sampling
gear and detachable codends onboard groundfish trawl vessels
fishing off the U.S. West coast. Four codends of different mesh
sizes or mesh shapes were towed during each trip following a
randomized complete block design. Variation in catch value,
total weight, utilized weight, discarded weight, and gilled
weight, are being analyzed to assess the short-term impacts of
codend changes. Selectivity parameters obtained from analysis of
length frequency data will be applied to single and multispecies
models to assess long-term impacts of changes in codend mesh size
or shape.

-
Future research plans include a study to estimate the survival of
discarded Pacific halibut and king crab (Paralithoides sp.) in
Bering Sea trawl fisheries.

University of Georgia

The development of devices to reduce fish take in shrimp trawls
is being pursued. This includes looking at the modification of
turtle excluder devices (TEDs) as weIl as newly designed Bycatch
Reduction Devices (BRDs).

Shrimp trawls made of LCPF materials (Spectra) are being tested
for improvements in fuel efficiency by comparison towing with
nets of traditional materials.
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University of North Carolina

Development of Bycatch Reduction Devices (BRD's)
trawls is being pursued with flume tank testing,
cameras, test drags and testing in the fishery.
indicate a 42% recuction in finfish bycatch with

for shrimp
divers, trawl
The test tows
no shrimp loss.

Research on a skimmer trawl, a shallow water net held open by
poles attached to the boat, found it to be extremely effective at
catching white shrimp, with a 40% reduction in finfish bycatch.

Texas A&M University

While continuing work on TEDs the major focus has become the
design and testing of BRDs. Bycatch reduction by TEDs has been
nonitored during cornmercial shrimp trawling. One TED (Morrison)
was found to exclude 40 to 50% of the fish bycatch. Data is
also being collected on bycatch reductions while using a BRD
installed behind a TED.

Improvements in energy efficiency of 10 to 15 %, concurrent with
shrimp production increases of 15%, were found when using shrimp
trawl constructed of spectra webbing.

NMFS, Alaska Fisheries Science Center
International Pacific Halibut Commission

To facilitate the development of more selective fishing gear, a
trawl mounted video system was developed to observe fish behavior
in the vicinity of various components of a bottom trawl. This
system was used during two cruises in 1991. Pacific halibut
(Hippoglossus stenolepis), Pacific cod (Gadus macrocephalus) and
various small flatfish were the primary species observed. These
fish were viewed in front of the footrope, passing through the
intermediate and reacting to several modifications added to the
trawl. Behavioral differences which might be exploited to
separate small flatfish from cod and large (>50 cm) halibut
included; .. less time spent in front of the footrope, lower height
while passing over the footrope and a tendency to remain close to
the bottom panel throughout the trawl. No such clear differences
were noted between cod and large halibut.
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